We consider Hardy spaces on the open unit disk of the complex plane and Smirnov spaces on the simply connected domains. We prove that on these spaces there is an equivalent representation of elements of this spaces.
Introduction
C will be used to denote the sphere or extended plane C ∪ (∞) and as usual, Δ will be used to denote open unit disc. Whenever we refer to a simplyconnected domain D ⊆ C it will always be assumed that D has an infinite complement, so that D can be mapped conformally onto Δ that is, there is a function ϕ which is analytic on D and maps D one-to-one onto Δ. In general, a function θ on a simply connected domain D ⊆ C will be called conformal if it is meromorphic and injective on D . Such a function will have at most one pole on D , which must be simple. If γ is a rectifiable arc in C and f is integrable with respect to arc-length measure the notations γ f (z) |dz| will be used to denote the integral of f with respect to arc-length measure.
Suppose D ⊆ C is a simply connected domain. Then there is a canonical Hilbert Space E 2 (D ) of analytic functions on D . These spaces are discussed in detail in chapter 10 of [2] and the precise definition will be recalled in section 2. There is a close relation between E 2 (D ) spaces and classical Hardy space H 2 (Δ) which is discussed, for example, in [1] , [2] and [4] . 
Proof. The proof can be found in e.g. Duren [2, p.169] .
In this paper we shall prove an analogue of lemma 1 for the case D ⊆ C. We also give a proof of independence of the choice of ϕ for the inner product on E 2 (D).
H p
-Spaces and E p -Spaces
is the set of all functions f analytic on Δ such that
The p-th root of the left hand side of (2) here defines a complete norm on
is the set of all analytic functions f on Δ of the form
where l 2 is the usual Hilbert space of square-summable sequences and H 2 (Δ) can be made into a Hilbert space isometrically isomorphic to l 2 by defining
where (a n ) and (b n ) are the (square-summable) Maclaurin coefficients of f, g, respectively.
When D is a simply connected domain contained entirely in C the following intrinsic definition of E p (D) is given in [2, Section 10.1]. Now we can give an example to lemma 1.
Definition 1 Let D ⊆ C be a simply connected domain. A function g analytic in D is said to be of class
E p (D) (1 ≤ p < ∞) if
Example 1 Let
Here we can take
so that we can take
Duren [2] restricts his attention to domains D ⊆ C. But we want to consider more general simply connected domains D in the extended plane C, for instance D might be the exterior of a circle together with ∞. If ∞ ∈ D, definition 1 can be modified so as to make lemma 1 true in this case as well. 
Definition 2 Suppose that
3 The analogue of lemma 1
Before proving the analogue of lemma 1 the following lemma is needed Proof. Choose a ∈ C−D 1 and b ∈ C−D 2 and let
Then θ 1 (D 1 ) ⊆ C and θ 2 (D 2 ) ⊆ C and
is a conformal equivalence of θ 1 (D 1 ) onto θ 2 (D 2 ). Hence, as is well known there exists an analytic branch of ϕ
So ϕ 1/2 (z) can be defined as
and because
The result now follows easily. Now we are ready to prove the analogue of lemma 1
Lemma 3 Let D ⊆ C be a simply connected domain with ∞ ∈ D.
Suppose that ϕ : D → Δ is a conformal equivalence and that ϕ 1/2 is an analytic branch of the square root of ϕ . Then
Proof. Firstly, the implication from left to right will be proved . So let g, (γ n ) be as in Definition 2. Choose an a ∈ C−D and put
can be used to define an analytic branch of the square root of (
for n ≥ 1. Then (Γ n ) satisfies the properties of the (γ n ) in definition 1 and, since
Putting ζ = θ(z) it follows that
The proof of the other implication is easier. Suppose f ∈ H 2 (Δ) and g = (f • ϕ)ϕ 1/2 . By Lemma 2, g is analytic on D and g(∞) = 0. And if Γ n is the circle centre 0, radius 1 − 1/n and
We now know that if D ⊆ C is any simply connected domain and ϕ : D → Δ is any conformal equivalence then E 2 (D) is the set of all functions (f • ϕ)ϕ 1/2 with f ∈ H 2 (Δ). Now we can give an example.
Example 2 Let
Suppose that D ⊆ C . An inner product can be defined on E 2 (D) by the formula
Lemma 4 For D ⊆ C, the inner product on E 2 (D) defined by (7) is independent of the choice of ϕ.
Proof. Suppose that χ : D → Δ is another conformal equivalence. Define So we can now write , E 2 (D) or simply , for the inner product on E 2 (D).
